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Abstract— For online robots, incremental SLAM algorithms offer huge potential computational savings over batch algorithms. The dominant incremental algorithms are iSAM and iSAM2 which offer radically different approaches to computing incremental updates, balancing issues like 1) the need to relinearize, 2) changes in the desirable variable marginalization order, and 3) the underlying conceptual approach (i.e. the “matrix” story versus the “factor graph” story.)

In this paper, we propose a new incremental algorithm that computes solutions with lower absolute error, and generally provides lower error solutions for a fixed computational budget than either iSAM or iSAM2. Key to AprilSAM’s performance are a new dynamic variable reordering algorithm for fast incremental Cholesky factorizations, a method for reducing the work involved in backsubstitutions, and a new algorithm for deciding between incremental and batch updates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [1], [2], [3] is essential for a mobile robot to operate autonomously in a previously unknown environment. It provides continually updated estimates of both the position of the robot and the map of the environment. Online SLAM is an inherently incremental process: a robot repeatedly collects new information as it traverses its environment and incorporates that information into its map. An incremental SLAM solution should be both fast and accurate; speed ultimately determines the size of the environment that the robot can operate in within real-time performance constraints, while numerical accuracy is important for generating high-quality maps and position estimates. In this paper, we propose a real-time SLAM system, AprilSAM, that uses a new variable reordering algorithm coupled with fast incremental Cholesky factorization to improve system accuracy while maintaining real-time performance.

Smoothing methods formulate SLAM as a nonlinear least squares problem, which they solve to convergence by linearizing at a current estimate. Early smoothing methods (e.g. √SAM [4]) employ a batch update at every step, making them too slow for real-time usage in large-scale maps. Incremental approaches such as iSAM [5] and iSAM2 [6] try to avoid batch updates, instead solving the least squares problem incrementally.

iSAM [5] uses matrix factorization for incremental updates and periodically performs batch updates. Because errors can accumulate without the linearization point being updated, iSAM’s batch update does not guarantee that the nonlinear optimization converges to the optimal solution. Variable ordering has a large effect on performance as well: the computational cost of an incremental update can vary by an order of magnitude depending on the order in which variables are marginalized.

iSAM2 [6] introduces the Bayes tree to achieve incremental variable re-ordering and fluid re-linearization, eliminating the need for periodic batch updates. iSAM2 primarily focuses on improving running time, trading off some solution accuracy. Although iSAM2 elegantly connects matrix factorization with graphical model inference, implementing the Bayes tree is complex.

In this paper, we present an incremental SLAM approach based on fast incremental Cholesky factorization, which we call AprilSAM. Many of AprilSAM’s core steps can be easily implemented using standard sparse linear systems libraries, which both eases implementation and allows highly optimized libraries to be used. In spite of this simplicity, it achieves state-of-the-art performance with highly accurate solutions.

The effectual contributions of AprilSAM are:

• Better absolute error than either iSAM or iSAM2 on benchmark datasets and
• Generally lower error for a given amount of computation time.

The technical contributions enabling these results include:

• A dynamic variable ordering algorithm that reduces fill-in and lowers the amount of computation expected in
subsequent incremental updates,

- An algorithm that provides criterion for selecting between incremental and batch updates
- A partial backsolve method that reduces the amount of computation involved in the incremental Cholesky decomposition.

II. RELATED WORK

There has been much progress over the past decade to develop online SLAM solutions, much of which has been devoted to speeding up or avoiding altogether the batch updates of smoothing algorithms. We focus our review of related work on these types of approaches.

Kaess et al. [5] propose iSAM, an incremental smoothing and mapping algorithm that incrementally updates the QR factorization of the smoothing information matrix. To avoid unnecessary fill-in and accumulation of error, iSAM performs periodic variable re-ordering and re-linearization.

AprilSAM builds upon the foundational ideas of iSAM with some novel changes that lead to greater efficiency and higher accuracy. Although incremental updates are effective much of the time, a batch update is often necessary for the system to converge to the optimal solution. iSAM’s periodic batch update does not account for accumulated state changes, leading to high-error solutions when a linearization point differs from the optimal solution. In this paper, we provide an algorithm that adaptively selects between incremental and batch updates (see Sec. IV-D). iSAM’s incremental updates can become inefficient due to poor variable ordering, especially in the case of large loop closures. We propose a variable ordering algorithm that reduces the amount of computation needed for subsequent incremental updates (see Sec. IV-C). Finally, based on the evidence we provide in Sec. III, the QR factorization employed by iSAM induces more nonzero elements during the factorization process than the Cholesky factorization does, leading to slower computations. Motivated by this observation, we utilize an incremental Cholesky factorization rather than iSAM’s QR factorization.

Kaess et al. [6] evolve the original iSAM to propose iSAM2, which achieves improvements in efficiency through incremental variable re-ordering and fluid re-linearization, eliminating the need for periodic batch steps. iSAM2 introduces the Bayes tree, a novel data structure for sparse non-linear incremental optimization. Though iSAM2 elegantly connects matrix factorization with graphical model inference through the Bayes tree, its implementation is complex. In this paper, we present an incremental Cholesky factorization approach that can be easily implemented with standard sparse linear systems libraries, which eases implementation and allows highly optimized libraries to be used. iSAM2’s fluid re-linearization and incremental re-ordering are used primarily to improve its running time, trading off some solution accuracy. As we show in Sec. V, AprilSAM yields solutions with lower absolute error as well as generally lower error given equivalent running time.

Polok et al. [7] present an incremental block Cholesky factorization for solving nonlinear least square problems. Its algorithm maintains both the smoothing information matrix and the factorization matrix while AprilSAM only keeps the latter one. Polok uses the CCOLAMD [8], which only considers the most recently accessed variables. However, we observe that computing variable orderings is hardly a bottleneck in this incremental process. Matrix reconstruction and the partial Cholesky decomposition take most of time, and their running time depends on variable ordering. In this paper, we propose a variable ordering algorithm for batch updates that anticipates possible upcoming loop closures. As we show in Sec. V, this allows for faster incremental updates in subsequent steps.

Kai et al. [9], [10] propose a novel batch algorithm for SLAM problems that distributes the workload in a hierarchical manner. They show how the original SLAM graph can be partitioned recursively into multiple-level submaps using the nested dissection algorithm [11], which leads to a cluster tree. By employing the nested dissection algorithm, their method greatly minimizes the dependencies between two subtrees, and the original SLAM graph can be optimized using a bottom-up inference along the corresponding cluster tree. In our paper, we do not explicitly apply the nested dissection algorithm to generate the cluster tree structure. Instead, we apply a min-heap based ordering method to allow faster incremental updates for large loop closures. Loop closures increase the connection degrees of nodes in a pose-graph, so they tend to be the separator point in the nested dissection algorithm. Our proposed algorithm also leverages this natural cluster tree structure, which only requires the update of a partial matrix in incremental factorization.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we formulate Pose-SLAM as a least squares problem. Our goal is to estimate the robot states $X$ given rigid transformation observations $Z$. According to Bayes law, the maximum likelihood solution is:

$$X_{ML} = \arg \max_x P(X = x | Z = z)$$

$$= \arg \max_x P(Z = z | X = x)$$

(1)

If we assume a Gaussian measurement model, we can obtain $X_{ML}$ by solving the the nonlinear least-squares problem

$$X_{ML} = \arg \min_x \sum_k ||z_k - h(x_{ik}, x_{jk})||^2_{\Omega_k}$$

(2)

where $z_k$ is the $k^{th}$ rigid transformation observation with corresponding information matrix $\Omega_k$, $x_{ik}$ and $x_{jk}$ are the nodes involved in that observation, and $h(x_{ik}, x_{jk})$ is the expected rigid transformation based on the measurement model.

We linearize $h$ as

$$h(x_{ik}, x_{jk}) \approx h(\mu_{ik}, \mu_{jk}) + J^h_k(\mu_{ik}) J^i_k(\mu_{jk}) [\delta x_{ik}] [\delta x_{jk}]$$

(3)
where $\mu_{ik}$ is the current estimate for node $x_{ik}$, and

$$J_k^{ik}(\mu_{ik}) = \frac{\partial h(x_{ik}, x_{jk})}{\partial x_{ik}} |_{x_{ik} = \mu_{ik}}$$

with analogous definitions for $\mu_{jk}$ and $J_k^{jk}(\mu_{jk})$. Applying this linearization to (2), we obtain the least squares formulation

$$\delta x = \arg \min_{\delta x} \| A\delta x - b \|^2$$

(5)

where $A = \Omega^\frac{1}{2} J$ and $b = \Omega^\frac{1}{2} (z - h(\mu_i, \mu_j))$.

Many methods exist to solve (5), with the most common direct approach being matrix factorization. In iSAM [5], Kaess solves the linear system using QR factorization as

$$QR\delta x = b$$

(6)

where $A = QR$. In contrast, we utilize the following Cholesky factorization to solve (5) by solving two triangular matrix equations.

$$R^T R\delta x = b^*$$

(7)

where $A^* = A^T A = R^T R$ and $b^* = A^T b$.

Both factorization methods (Cholesky [12] and QR [13]) compute the same matrix $R$. In the GraphSLAM problem, however, QR factorization induces many more non-zero elements during this computation than Cholesky factorization does, slowing down the sparse matrix math involved in the computation. GraphSLAM problems have more factors than the direct approach being matrix factorization. In iSAM [5], many methods exist to solve (5), with the most common direct approach being matrix factorization. In iSAM [5], Kaess solves the linear system using QR factorization as

$$QR\delta x = b$$

(6)

where $A = QR$. In contrast, we utilize the following Cholesky factorization to solve (5) by solving two triangular matrix equations.

$$R^T R\delta x = b^*$$

(7)

where $A^* = A^T A = R^T R$ and $b^* = A^T b$.

Both factorization methods (Cholesky [12] and QR [13]) compute the same matrix $R$. In the GraphSLAM problem, however, QR factorization induces many more non-zero elements during this computation than Cholesky factorization does, slowing down the sparse matrix math involved in the computation. GraphSLAM problems have more factors than nodes, making $A$ (used by QR) a tall matrix and $A^T A$ (used by Cholesky) a relatively small square matrix.

We tested both factorization methods on the graph shown in Fig. 2. This graph has 100 $(x, y, \theta)$ nodes, each of which is connected to the two nodes ahead of itself. In Fig. 3, we show the number of nonzero elements at each process step for QR factorization using the Householder method and for Cholesky factorization. Even though the number of nonzero elements is equal at the end of process, the QR factorization induces more nonzero elements at each step, leading to longer computation time.

Motivated by this observation, we utilize an incremental Cholesky factorization approach instead of the incremental QR factorization of Kaess [5]. Though QR is expected to produce more accurate results due to its lower condition number, we find the difference to be negligible in practice.

IV. APPROACH

In this section, we present AprilSAM, the incremental SLAM algorithm shown in Alg. 1. AprilSAM updates $R$ and $y$ incrementally, a process we describe in Sec. IV-A and Sec. IV-B. Each time AprilSAM performs a batch update, we apply a dynamic re-ordering algorithm as described in Sec. IV-C. The algorithm AprilSAM uses to select between batch and incremental updates is listed in Sec. IV-D.

Moving forward, we make a small notational update for the sake of clarity, dropping the * from $A$ and $b$. That is, $A$ and $b^*$ become $A$ and $b$, respectively.

A. Incremental Cholesky Decomposition

Whereas Polok [7] maintains both the information matrix $A$ and the factorization matrix $R$, our algorithm only requires
the latter. Recall the forms of these two matrices:
\[
A = \begin{bmatrix} A_{00} & A_{01} \\ A_{10} & A_{11} \end{bmatrix}, \quad R = \begin{bmatrix} R_{00} & R_{01} \\ 0 & R_{11} \end{bmatrix}
\]  
(8)

An intermediate matrix \(R^{in}\) of the decomposition process has the form
\[
R^{in} = \begin{bmatrix} R_{00} & R_{01} \\ 0 & A_{11}^{in} \end{bmatrix}
\]  
(9)

where \(A_{11}^{in}\) is the filled-in version of submatrix \(A_{11}\) resulting from the partial factorization. Given the completed factorization \(R\), we can compute \(A_{11}^{in}\) as
\[
A_{11}^{in} = R_{11}^{T}R_{11}
\]  
(10)

This in turn allows us to reconstruct the intermediate matrix \(R^{in}\).

Let \(\hat{A}\) be the evolved version of \(A\) following the addition of new information. This update only affects a portion \(A_{11}\) of the information matrix, with corresponding effects to \(R_{11}\) in the factorization. That is, the new information matrix \(\hat{A}\) and its factorization matrix \(\hat{R}\) have the forms:
\[
\hat{A} = \begin{bmatrix} A_{00} & A_{01} \\ A_{10} & A_{11} + A_{new} \end{bmatrix}, \quad \hat{R} = \begin{bmatrix} R_{00} & R_{01} \\ 0 & \hat{R}_{11} \end{bmatrix}
\]  
(11)

Because \(\hat{A} = \hat{R}^{T}\hat{R}\), we can express the updated portion of the information matrix as
\[
\hat{R}_{11}^{T}\hat{R}_{11} = A_{11}^{in} + A_{new}
\]  
(12)

Applying (10), we can re-write (12) in terms of only the previous factorization matrix \(R\) and the new information \(A_{new}\). That is,
\[
\hat{R}_{11}^{T}\hat{R}_{11} = R_{11}^{T}R_{11} + A_{new}
\]  
(13)

In Fig. 4a, we show an example of a batch update. By ordering node \(c\) and \(f\) at the end of matrix, we separate the graph into small clusters. This cluster structure accelerates the incremental update process.

Fig. 4b shows an example of adding an odometry edge. Since the new node \(g\) is only connected to node \(f\), only columns \(f\) and \(g\) of \(R\) will be changed.

Fig. 4c shows an example of adding a loop closure. The new node \(g\) is connected to nodes \(f\) and \(b\). Due to the cluster structure, nodes \(d\) and \(e\) are separated with loop closure node \(b\), and those columns of \(R\) are not changed.

### B. Solving the Triangular Matrix Equations

The Cholesky factorization of (7) can be used to solve for \(\delta_x\) by successive forward and backward substitution. Namely, we solve \(R^{T}y = b\) by forward substitution and use the result to solve \(R\delta_x = y\) by backward substitution. As we argued in the previous section, only a portion of \(R\) and \(b\) change when performing an incremental update. We now show that we do not need to maintain \(b\) and solve the first equation every step. Instead, we can update \(y\) incrementally and only solve the second equation, \(R\delta_x = y\).
Recall the forms of $R^T$, $y$, and $b$:

\[
R^T y = b
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
R_{00}^T & 0 \\
R_{01}^T & R_{11}^T
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
y_{00} \\
y_{10}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
b_{00} \\
b_{10}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

When information is added, only a portion of the RHS changes. That is,

\[
\tilde{b} = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{b}_{00} \\
\tilde{b}_{10}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
b_{00} \\
b_{10} + b_{\text{new}}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

From (14), we obtain the equation for the affected portion of $b$:

\[
b_{10} = R_{01}^T y_{00} + R_{11}^T y_{10}
\]

Applying (15), we write the corresponding equation for the modified portion of $\tilde{b}$ as

\[
\tilde{b}_{10} = R_{01}^T \tilde{y}_{00} + R_{11}^T \tilde{y}_{10}
\]

\[
b_{10} + b_{\text{new}} = R_{01}^T y_{00} + R_{11}^T y_{10}
\]

Finally, substituting the value of $b_{10}$ from (16), we obtain an update step that allows us to solve $y$ incrementally:

\[
\tilde{R}_{11}^T \tilde{y}_{10} = R_{11}^T y_{10} + b_{\text{new}}
\]

In Fig. 5, we mark the affected portions of matrix and vectors as red. Similar to the update of $R$ in the incremental Cholesky decomposition, we only need to maintain $y$ and reconstruct and solve for the affected portion each time. In this case, we do not need to re-calculate parts of $y$ that are not changed.

### C. Min-heap based ordering

In this paper, we present a min-heap based node ordering algorithm based on BHAMD [14]. Compared to the original BHAMD algorithm, this ordering has less non-zero fill-ins because it continually checks the scores of a removed node’s neighbors and adds them back to correct list. This prevents the case in which a node with large initial score remains in the list even when its score is reduced because of node removal.

In addition, in this min-heap based algorithm, the score of a node not only depends on its connection degree but also its distance to the most recently added node. We can predict which nodes may be included in upcoming loop closures based on connections between nodes and the radius at which loop closures are considered. Our ordering algorithm will order these nodes at the end of matrix automatically based on their score.

Alg. 2 details the ordering algorithm. We begin by adding lists to the min-heap, where each list is associated with a possible node score. We then add each node to the proper list based on its score.

At each iteration, we extract from the heap the list that is associated with the minimum node score. We consider each node from this list in turn, along with their neighbors. Nodes whose score no larger than the current minimum score are eliminated. Nodes with larger scores are moved to the correct list based on their scorinto the list associated with that score.

The score of a node is given by

\[
\text{score} = \begin{cases} 
N + \frac{1}{r} , & r < R_T \\
N , & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

where $r$ is the distance to the most recently added node, $R_T$ is the threshold inside of which loop closures are considered, $n$ is the connection degree of the node, and $N$ is the number of nodes in the graph.

### D. Incremental update vs. Batch update

Re-linearization in a batch update can reduce system error, but batch updates are typically more computationally expensive than incremental updates. iSAM attempts to handle this dilemma by performing batch updates at regular intervals. In contrast, AprilSAM performs batch updates when one of three conditions is met (see also in Alg. 1):

1. AprilSAM tracks nodes that have changed significantly in a set $L = \{x : \delta _x > \delta _T \}$. If enough nodes have undergone significant changes (i.e. $|L| > NL_T$), AprilSAM performs a batch update.
2) AprilSAM performs a batch update if the norm of the total state changes becomes too large (i.e., $\|\delta_x\| > \Delta_T$). Since the SLAM nonlinear least square problem is solved by repeatedly solving linear equations, this condition keeps the current solution from diverging too far from the optimal solution.

3) Due to the cost associated with reconstructing $R_{i1}^T R_{i1}$ in (13), incremental updates may actually take more time than batch updates when a large loop closure happens. This is especially true for poor variable orderings. In such a case, a batch update could save time by ordering variables involved in possible loop closures at the end, making subsequent incremental updates much faster. When the estimated time to execute an incremental update (i.e. the running time of the previous incremental update multiplied by the number of nodes involved in possible loop closures) is larger than the running time of the most recent batch update, AprilSAM chooses to perform a batch update.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate AprilSAM on real-world benchmark datasets. We compare AprilSAM’s performance to that of iSAM [5] and iSAM2 [6], which represents the current state-of-the-art. We also evaluate several variants of AprilSAM to gain greater insight into its performance.

A. Methodology

$\sqrt{SAM}$-Chol performs a batch update every step using the Cholesky decomposition, providing us with a performance baseline against which to compare the incremental approaches. We introduce here several variants of AprilSAM used in the evaluation to isolate each component of the system:

- **AprilSAM-FullSolve** removes AprilSAM’s mechanism for reducing the computation involved in solving the triangular matrix equations (Sec. IV-B), instead solving the full set of equations each time.
- **AprilSAM-NoPredictiveOrder** replaces the variable reordering algorithm (Sec. IV-C) with one that simply orders the most recent graph node last and applies BHAMD [14] to the remaining nodes.
- **AprilSAM-Periodic** removes the algorithm for selecting between incremental and batch updates (Sec. IV-D), instead performing batch updates periodically.

We use the authors’ implementation of iSAM2 in GTSAM [15], labeled as iSAM2-GTSAM. We tested the algorithms on two benchmark datasets: W10000 [16] and M3500 [17]. W10000 contains 10000 $(x, y, \theta)$ nodes and 64311 $(x, y, \theta)$ factors. M3500 contains 3500 nodes and 5453 factors.

B. Evaluation on W10000 and M3500

Figs. 6 and 7 show the performance of the tested algorithms on the W10000 dataset and M3500 dataset, respectively. Figs. 6a and 7a show the cumulative running time of the tested algorithms. AprilSAM runs faster than AprilSAM-NoPredictiveOrder, which supports our claim that the min-heap based variable ordering algorithm saves running time.

Figs. 6b and 7b show the $\chi^2$ error of the algorithms relative to $\sqrt{SAM}$-Chol, which performs a batch update at each step. Recall the distinction between AprilSAM and AprilSAM-Periodic: AprilSAM uses the criteria listed in Alg. 1 to decide between incremental and batch updates, whereas iSAM-Periodic performs batch updates periodically. We configured iSAM-Periodic to perform a batch update every 100 steps for the W10000 dataset and every 50 steps for the M3500 dataset. AprilSAM has a faster running time and higher accuracy than iSAM-Periodic, suggesting that these decision criteria are effective.

The negative error in Figs. 6b and 7b is a result of AprilSAM detecting large state changes after an incremental update and then performing a batch update immediately. This situation is similar to performing a batch update twice when calculating $\chi^2$ error based on state, though the linearization point is only changed once right before the batch update.

Figs. 6c and 7c show the cumulative density function of the distribution of iteration running times. On the W10000 dataset, AprilSAM runs in less than 10 ms on 70 percent of its iterations and less than 100ms on 93 percent. On the M3500 dataset, AprilSAM achieves these same metrics in 93 percent and 100 percent of iterations, respectively.

The incremental algorithms can trade off running time for accuracy, a property which we evaluate in Figs. 6d and 7d. In the case of iSAM2-GTSAM, we exchange running time for accuracy by varying the value of the parameter $\beta$, which determines how many graph nodes are re-linearized [6]. Specifically, we use $\beta = \{1, 0.9, \ldots, 10^{-1}, 10^{-2}, \ldots, 10^{-6}\}$. Though AprilSAM has more free parameters than iSAM2-GTSAM, we only vary the parameter $\delta_T$ (see Alg. 1), setting its value equal to iSAM2-GTSAM’s $\beta$. When we examine the cumulative running time and relative cumulative $\chi^2$ square error in Figs. 6d and 7d, we observe that beyond a certain point, AprilSAM always maintains a lower error given the same amount of running time. In case of iSAM-GTSAM, we use batch update interval as $\{100, 90, \ldots, 10, 5, 1\}$. AprilSAM is better than iSAM-GTSAM in terms of both running time and error. We do not show all points of iSAM-GTSAM and iSAM2-GTSAM because their errors are too large to fit on the plot. In contrast, with the same parameters, AprilSAM’s errors are relatively small. This is because its decision to use batch or incremental updates depends not just on state changes, but on the tracked difference in running time between both types of updates.

For small enough parameter settings (which lead to higher running times), both iSAM2-GTSAM and AprilSAM converge to particular values of $\chi^2$ error. AprilSAM significantly outperforms iSAM2-GTSAM in terms of accuracy at this convergence point.
Fig. 6: Evaluation on W10000 dataset

Fig. 7: Evaluation on M3500 dataset
VI. Conclusion

In this work, we introduce an incremental SLAM algorithm, AprilSAM, that uses a min-heap based variable reordering algorithm coupled with fast incremental Cholesky factorization. This algorithm drives down system error while maintaining real-time performance. We evaluate AprilSAM on real-world data, comparing it with the current state-of-the-art algorithm, iSAM2. We have shown that in spite of its simplicity, AprilSAM achieves better absolute error than other algorithms while generally having higher accuracy for a given amount of computation.
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